This paper presents a computational target distinctness model to predict human visual search performance for a set of color images. Visual distinctness metrics can be used to compare and rank target detectability, and to quantify background or scene complexity. The subjective ranking induced by the psychophysically determined visual target distinctness for 64 human observers is adopted as the reference order. The ranking produced by the proposed measure and several computational models are compared with the subjective rank order.
Introduction
Visual distinctness metrics have been proposed to compare and rank target detectability, and to quantify background or scene complexity. If they give good predictors of target saliency for humans performing visual search and detection tasks, they may be used to compute visual distinctness of image subregions (target areas) from digital imagery.
Recent studies show that simple image metrics do not give good predictive results when applied to highly resolved targets in complex background scenes. Although the root mean square error (RMSE) has a good physical and theoretical basis, it is often found to correlate very poorly with subjective ratings. A demonstration of this fact can be found in the following example in which the relative distinctness of targets and their immediate surrounds is computed with di!erent measures. Table 1 . This subjective rank order was based on the psychophysically determined visual target distinctness for 64 human subjects, as described in Section 5. The comparative results of the RMSE are also presented in Table 1 (see Section 5 for further details). By simply viewing the data, it can be determined that the RMSE correlates poorly with the subjective rating by human observers.
This result may be due to several facts. On the one hand, targets which are similar either to their local background or to many details in other parts of the scene are harder to detect than targets which are highly dissimilar to these structures. Also, the visual distinctness of a target decreases with increasing variability of the scene [1] . On the other hand, the human visual system does not process the image in a point-by-point manner but rather in a selective way according to the decisions made on a cognitive level, by choosing speci"c data on which to make judgments and weighting them more heavily than the rest of the image [2, 3] .
Our previous attempts of tune visual distinctness metrics to the properties of the human visual system provided responses to several interesting questions:
E Firstly, Fdez-Vidal et al. [4] were intended to analyze what the qualitative di!erences in performance of distinctness metrics are, in the case the images to be processed are compared in a selective rather than in a point-by-point way. A main conclusion of this work was that a phase-congruency model of feature detection [5] induces an error measure in the corresponding perceptual domain that improves the correlation between subjective rating and a pixel-by-pixel error metric (i.e., RMSE) and consequently better captures the response of the human visual system. E Secondly, the analysis of how conjunctions of features [6] can be incorporated in a metric for image discriminability which corresponds to the human observer's evaluation, led Fdez-Vidal et al. [7] to measure the discriminability between two images based on the distance (a -norm) between their statistical structure, computed over those pixels which form "xations pointsa of the reference image (i.e., points of maximum phase-congruency for the gray-level representation of the reference). E Thirdly, the analysis of how physical objects and scenes should be coded for exploiting the image correlation structure [8] , led Martinez-Baena et al. [9, 10] to suggest that there are three key points further to produce a perceptual measure of visual distinctness: (i) a data-driven multisensor design that provides a means to compare the information content of a pair of images in multiple spatial locations, resolutions and orientations; (ii) a method for selection of strong responding units in the multisensor organization that increases the signal-to-noise ratio and makes the matching of features between two images more successful; and (iii) a set of "lters modeling the activated sensor responses that resembles the receptive "elds of cells in the striate cortex and exploits the basic properties of 2D spatial-frequency tuning and spatial selectivity.
Other relevant computational models of early human vision typically process an input image through various spatial and temporal bandpass "lters and analyze "rstorder statistical properties of the "ltered images to compute a target distinctness metric [11}14] . This paper presents a new computational model for quantifying the visual distinctness of a target in its surround. This computational target distinctness model (it has been termed`Integral Opponent-color Featurea error, or IOF error) extends our early attempts to produce a perceptual measure for perceiving image discriminability. To this aim, in addition to the analysis of color attribute, the new model incorporates the main points analyzed in our previous works: (i) a preattentive stage incorporates the processing described in [4, 9, 10] in order to perform the decomposition of the color space and the "xation point detection; (ii) an integration stage is deployed to analyze and integrate the separable representations at "xation points, as suggested in Ref. [7] .
The IOF error predicts the target distinctness by the di!erence between the signal from the target-andbackground scene and the signal from the backgroundwith-no-target (i.e., one image has the target and the other does not). The IOF model requires a non-target image which is identical to the image with the target everywhere except within the target region. But this is not a serious constraint because di!erent utilities may be used to create a synthetic non-target image from the target image [15] .
The IOF model may be described in terms of three di!erent stages: preattentive stage, integration stage, and decision stage (see Fig. 1 ).
E Firstly, an early preattentive stage performs (see Fig. 2 ):
(i) a RGB to CIE Lab transformation; (ii) a representation for each opponent-color component by using 2D logGabor "lters; (iii) the selection of activated "lters by lateral inhibition (an activated analyzer from the "lter bank is sensitive to some meaningful structure in the target image); and (iv) the detection of stimulus locations that indicates potentially interesting image regions, or`"xation pointsa. E Secondly, an integration stage is deployed to analyze and integrate the separable representations at "xation points (see Fig. 2 ). The resultant integral opponentcolors features are used to measure visual target distinctness in the search experiments. For each activated "lter, the visual distinctness between the target and non-target responses is computed by nonlinear pooling of the di!erences in integral features over "xation points. E Thirdly, a decision stage produces the system output (see Fig. 2 ): (i) First, the opponent-colors channel output is computed as the maximum of the outputs over activated "lters on the channel; (ii) the visual target distinctness is "nally given as the maximum of the outputs over opponent-colors channels (i.e., luminance, red}green and yellow}blue).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the preattentive stage. Section 3 presents the integration stage. Section 4 describes the use of the maximum-output rule to produce the system output. The results of the experiments are shown in Section 5. Finally, the main conclusions of the paper are summarized in Section 6. 
Preattentive stage
In this stage, the RGB values are "rstly transformed into coordinate values in an CIELAB space. Also in this "rst stage, each opponency channel is analyzed by a "lter bank created by logGabor functions. Spatial information in the system is analyzed by multiple units but only the response of strongly responding units will be used to measure visual target distinctness. For each of them, "xation points are computed as local energy peaks on the "ltered response.
RGB to opponent-color encoding transform
The psychophysical basis of this transform is that somewhere between the eye and the brain, signals from the cone receptors in the eye get coded into light}dark, red}green, and yellow}blue signals [16] . Hence, any measure de"ned in the RGB space is not appropriate to quantify the perceptual error between images.
Thus it is important to use color spaces which are closely related to the human perceptual characteristics and suitable for de"ning appropriate measures of perceptual errors. Among these, perceptually uniform color spaces are the most appropriate to de"ne measures of perceptual error [17] .
CIE standardized two uniform color spaces for practical applications: the CIE 1976 L*u*v* (CIELUV) space and the CIE 1976 L*a*b* (CIELAB) space. Both CIELAB and CIELUV spaces employ an opponentcolor encoding and use white-point normalizations that partly explain color constancy. In both spaces, the Euclidean distances provide a color-di!erence formula for evaluating color di!erences in perceptual relevant units.
The IOF error is de"ned in the CIELAB color space, since the uniform color-opponent system selection is not critical to the success of the overall approach. In fact, the results shown in Section 5 do not change using a CIELUV space in the de"nition of the IOF error.
The RGB to CIELAB transform has to be executed into two steps: (i) RGB to CIEXYZ color coordinate; and (ii) CIEXYZ color coordinate to CIELAB coordinate.
(i) This operation converts RGB images to the (X, >, Z) CIE standard color coordinate system, so that standard data on the sensitivity of the visual system to stimuli in the CIE standard color coordinate system could be used in this model. The images used in this paper have been digitalized using a KODACK PCD Film Scanner 2000. This process is described in Ref. [18] where the gamma correction and the RGB to CIE XYZ transformation is provided, calibrated on the same screen that it was used for the experiments with human observers. This transformation is 
(ii) This second operation transforms the input from the absolute CIE XYZ color coordinate system to the internal luminance/color opponent coordinate system of the neural receptive "elds. Here, we used the transform CIELAB [19] , de"ned by 
2D bank of logGabors design
The "lterset used in the decomposition of the luminance/color opponent components consists of logGabor "lters of di!erent spatial frequencies and orientations [20] . LogGabor functions, by de"nition, have not DC component. The transfer function of the logGabor has extended tail at the high-frequency end. The logGabor, having extended tails, should be able to encode natural images more e$ciently than ordinary Gabors functions, which would over-represent the low-frequency components and under represent the high-frequency components in any encoding process. Another argument in supporting of the logGabor functions is the consistency with measurements on mammalian visual system which indicate we have cell responses that are symmetric on the log frequency scale [21] .
Each one of the logGabor "lters can be represented as a Gaussian in the spatial frequency domain around some central frequency (r M , M ). This "lter has an interesting property: they are polar separable. In this way, logGabors "lters could be written as spatial frequency (radial) and orientation (angular) dependent terms.
where M is the orientation angle of the "lter, r M is the central radial frequency, F and P are the angular and radial sigma of the Gaussian, respectively.
The convolution of a logGabor function (whose real and imaginary parts are in quadrature) with a real image results in a complex image. Its norm is called energy and its argument is called phase. The local energy of an image analyzed by a logGabor "lter (hereafter, "ltered response) can be expressed as [22] :
where O CTCL (x, y) is the image convolved with the evensymmetric logGabor "lter and O MBB (x, y) is the image convolved with the odd-symmetric logGabor "lter at point (x, y).
The bank of "lters should be designed so that it tiles the frequency plane uniformly (the transfer function must be a perfect bandpass function). The length-to-width ratio of the 2D wavelets controls their directional selectivity. This ratio can be varied in conjunction with the number of "lter orientations used in order to achieve a coverage of the 2D spectrum. Furthermore, the degree of blurring introduced by the "lters increases with their orientation selectivity, and so the orientation selectivity of the "lters must be carefully chosen to minimize the blurring. Hence we consider a "lter bank with the next features:
(i) The spatial frequency plane is divided into 6 di!erent orientations. (ii) The radial axis is divided into 5 equal octave bands, i.e., in a band of width 1 octave, spatial frequency increases with a factor 2. The highest "lter (for each direction) is positioned near the Nyquist frequency in order to avoid ringing and noise. The wavelength of the "ve "lters in each direction is set at 3, 6, 12, 24, and 48 pixels, respectively. (iii) The radial bandwidth, P is chosen as 2 octaves. (iv) The angular bandwidth, F is chosen as 253.
Under our construction, six di!erent angles under every resolution are chosen and "ve di!erent resolutions are used. The resultant "lter bank can be named as
be the corresponding local energy maps, where E G denotes the local energy of the image analyzed by the log Gabor "lter G G , for each i"1, 2 , 30 (see Eq. (7)).
Activated xlters from the bank
, and +E@ G , G be the local energy maps of the target image on the luminance/colors opponency channels (¸, a, b).
For each of the three channels, the signi"cance of the "ltered responses is analyzed by classifying "lters into two classes: the activated "lters and the non-activated ones.
Firstly, let us consider the selection of activated "lters on the luminance opponency channel¸(x, y) of the target image. The same process will be applied on the colors opponency channels.
Each "lter G G should be described by a vector of features that can successfully characterize it. Here a feature vector for G G , with i"1, 2 , 30, is de"ned as follows:
with
G "
with N;N being the image size; and where E* G (x, y) is the local energy map of the luminance opponency channel analyzed by the logGabor "lter G G . Of course other features intended to capture relevant characteristics of the "ltered response are conceivable. To evaluate these frequency domain features according to their ability to discriminate activated "lters, a method of successive selection and deletion based on Wilks criterion may be used [23] . Finally, we have found that the vector = G , as given in Eq. (8), provides an e!ective feature for discriminating the set of "lters on training sets. A dissimilarity measure for these vectors is de"ned as
Cluster analysis is then used to group "lters together, since unsupervised learning may exploit the statistical regularities of the "ltered responses.
Once the activated "lters have been obtained on the luminance channel, the same selection process is applied on the two colors opponency channels of the target image (see Fig. 2 ). Let Active*, Active?, and Active@ be the activated "lters on the luminance, red}green, and yellow}blue opponency channels of the target image.
To illustrate the selection of activated "lters, Fig. 5 shows the three opponency channels for a target image and the respective activated "lters from the LogGabor bank. Also, in Fig. 6 , the activated "lters on the three channels are given for six target images.
Fixation points on each xlter response
The selection of the locations to examine involves a rapid assimilation of information from the entire target image and allocation of attention to interesting locations. The IOF error is computed at locations that are likely to attract human "xation because they are seen as characteristic features. The locations chosen to compute the error metric correspond to points of maximal energy of the most activated "lters for each channel.
Developing further the concept of specialized detectors for both mayor types of image features, lines and edges [22, 5] , proposed a local-energy model of feature detection. This model postulates that features are perceived at points in an image where the Fourier components are maximally in phase, and successfully explains a number of psychophysical e!ects in human feature perception [5] . It is interesting to note that this model predicts the conditions under which Mach bands appear, and the contrast necessary to see them.
To detect the points of phase congruency an energy function is de"ned. The energy of an image may be extracted by using the standard method of squaring the outputs of two "lters that are in quadrature phase [24] (903 out of phase). Features, both lines and edges, are then signaled by peaks in local energy functions. In fact, energy is locally maximum where the harmonic components of the stimulus come into phase * see Ref. [22] for proof.
The local-energy model is implemented here as suggested in Ref. [8] . Given the luminance opponency channeļ (x, y) for a target image, the local energy map E* G for the activated "lter G G , as given in Eq. (7), provides us with a representation in the space spanned by the two functions, O CTCL (x, y) and O MBB (x, y), where O CTCL (x, y) is the image convolved with the even-symmetric logGabor "lter and O MBB (x, y) is the image convolved with the odd-symmetric logGabor "lter at point (x, y). Hence, the detection of local energy peaks on E* G acts as a detector of signi"cant features from the viewpoint of the "lter G G . The same process is also applied on each activated "lter of the red}green and yellow}blue opponency channels, a(x, y) and b(x, y) (see Fig. 2 ). To illustrate the results of the selection of "xation points, Fig. 7 shows, for a target image, the subset of activated "lters on the opponency channels, the corresponding energy maps and the "xation points obtained as described above.
Integration stage
In the IOF model, for each activated "lter, the visual distinctness between the target and the non-target "ltered responses is measured as the distance between their integral features computed over local energy peaks of the target response. An integral feature [6] refers to the result of recombining the separable representations (i.e., response energy, phase, contrast, entropy and standard deviation) at stimulus locations. Since one image has target and the other does not, the visual distinctness results solely from the target and will be measured by integration over the attentional points.
Integral opponent-colors features
Given an opponency channel, for each activated "lter G G the target scene is represented at each "xation point by "ve separable features:
(i) the phase value at the "xation point,
where O CTCL (x, y) is the opponency channel of the target image convolved with the even-symmetric logGabor "lter of G G and O MBB (x, y) is the channel of the target image convolved with the odd-symmetric logGabor "lter of G G at point (x, y);
(ii) a normalized measure of local energy at "xation point, ¹G (x, y), as given by
where E G (x, y) denotes the local energy at (x, y) for "lter G G , and Active is the set of activated "lters of the opponency channel (the normalized local energy so de"ned incorporates lateral interactions among activated "lters to account for between-"lter masking); (iii) the local standard deviation of the normalized local energy at "xation point, ¹G (x, y), de"ned as
where
and ¹G (p, q) as given in Eq. (13) . The neighborhood =(x, y) is de"ned as the set of pixels contained in a disk of radius r centered at (x, y), with the radius disk r being r"d [(xK, yK) ;(x, y)], where (xK, yK) is the nearest local minimum to (x, y) on the energy map E G , and with d[ ) , ) ] being the Euclidean distance. Since the nearest local minimum to (x, y) on the local energy map marks the beginning of another potential structure, our selection for the neighborhood =(x, y) avoids interference with such a structure while calculating the local variation. (iv) the local contrast of the normalized local energy at "xation point (x, y), ¹G (x, y), de"ned as
(v) the local entropy of the normalized local energy within =(x, y), ¹G (x, y).
For each activated "lter G G on an opponency channel, the "ltered response of the non-target image is also represented by using these separable features. Let NG J (x, y), with l"1, 2 , 5, be the respective "ve features (phase, local energy, standard deviation, contrast, and entropy) computed on the non-target "ltered response at point (x, y).
Once we have de"ned the separable features for measuring visual distinctness, we need to specify how the di!erences in each separable feature are pooled into an overall di!erence at "xation points. We take 
where FP( j) denotes the "xation points for the activated "lter G H , and Active denotes the set of activated "lters of the opponency channel under analysis; and where
and where, for each l"2, 3, 4, 5, we have
Therefore, the di!erences from distinct separable representations are assumed to pool nonlinearly. It implies that the overall discriminability is most heavily contributed to by the most discriminating features but that the less discriminating features contribute somewhat.
Target distinctness on each activated xlter
Given a luminance/colors opponency channel, the magnitude of the target distinctness for each channel activated "lter is computed by using Quick pooling (see Fig. 2 ). It is the most common model of integration over spatial extent, and is essentially the square root of the sum of the squares except that the exponent is not restricted to the value of 2. The Quick pooling can be viewed as a metric in a multidimensional space, and it is sometimes known as Minkowski metric. [25] shows that Minkowski metrics can be used as a combination rule for small impairments like those usually encountered in digitally coded images. In fact, Minkowski metrics have already been employed in many "elds of human perception research [26, 27] .
For each activated "lter G G , the visual distinctness between the target and the non-target "ltered responses is measured by the nonlinear pooling of the di!erences in their integral features over "xation points:
where FP(i) denotes the set of "xation points on the target "ltered response, and Card[ ) ] is the number of points. The default value of the exponent in IOF error is 3 [28] discussed at some length several interpretations of the Quick pooling formula and the selection of the pooling exponent.
Recalling that Active*, Active?, and Active@ are the activated "lters on the luminance, red}green, and yellow}blue opponency channels of the target image, we have that, for each "lter G G in Active*, ¹D*(i) denotes the target distinctness between the target and non-target "ltered responses, as given in Eq. (19) . In a similar way, ¹D?(i) and ¹D@(i) denote the target distinctness for activated "lters in Active?, and Active@, respectively.
Decision stage
There are number of assumptions of the IOF model so far described which are in agreement with spatial-frequency channels models quite successful for the detection of visual patterns [28] : In the IOF model, a further assumption produces the "nal decision stage: the system output is based on the maximum of the target distinctness over activated "lters of the luminance/colors opponency channels. With the maximum-output rule, the "lter outputs affect the decision variable (the maximum) only on those trials on which one of them happens to produce the maximum output. Hence, this decision rule makes the IOF model not much susceptible to both the e!ects of extra noisy "lters and extra signal carrying "lters. [28] shows that a system which is attempting to achieve the best performance possible might well use the maximum output rule in those experiments.
The maximum-output rule produces the system output as given in the following:
where ¹D*, ¹D?, and ¹D@ are the maximum-output over activated "lters of the luminance, red}green, and yellow}blue channel, respectively:
with ¹D*( j), ¹D?( j), and ¹D@( j) being computed as given in Eq. (19); and Active*, Active?, and Active@ denoting the activated "lter sets on the luminance, red}green, and yellow}blue opponency channels of the target image, respectively.
Applications

Distinctness of targets and their immediate surrounds
In this "rst application the relative distinctness of targets and their immediate surrounds was computed using di!erent target distinctness measures. The digital color images were 12 images, as shown in Fig. 3 : (i) six complex natural scenes containing a single target, and (ii) six images of the same rural backgrounds with no target (the empty image is everywhere equal to the target image, except at the location of the target, where the target has been replaced with the local background). Military vehicles of di!erent degrees of visibility serve as search targets. All the images are 256;256 pixels in size. The data set can be used to validate digital metrics that compute the visual distinctness of targets in complex scenes [18] .
The reference rank order was a psycophysical distinctness measure developed at the TNO Human Factors Research Institute [29] , which is experimentally de"ned as the minimal distance between target and eye-"xation at which the target is no longer distinguishable from its surroundings. This measure has been shown to be independent of viewing distance, consistent among observers, and meaningful in the sense that it correlates with search time.
A subject can use di!erent criteria to determine whether the target is visible or not. The criterium used here is whether the spatial structure at the target location really originates from the target (it can be discriminated as being the target). This criterium yields a visual lobe for the identi"cation of the target. A total of 64 human observers participated in the experiment [18] . Table 1 lists, on column 2, the subjective ranking of the visual lobes for identi"cation. The identi"cation lobes range between 0.14 and 1.113. The quantitative measure RMSE was de"ned as follows [19] : RMSE(¹argetImage, EmptyImage)
where y) ) denotes the CIE 1976 L*a*b* color-di!erence formula applied on the luminance/colors opponency attributes of the target and non-target scenes at location (x, y), and with N;N being the image size. (iii) How much better (if at all) the color analysis is compared to a grayscale analysis. To this aim, it was performed a comparison of the rank order induced by the IOF error to those induced by the computational measures d , [9] , and d ' , [7] , where a grayscale analysis was used. Both d and d ' were shown [1, 10] : (1) to predict human observer performance in search and detection tasks on complex natural by calculating the di!erence between the grayscale target image and the grayscale non-target scene.
The comparative results of the IOF error and those of both quantitative and qualitative measures are presented in Table 1 . The target distinctness values and the resulting rank order computed by the RMSE are listed on column 3. The RMSE performs poorly, which is to be expected. Most rank orders computed by this metric are signi"cantly out of order relative to the reference order induced by the psychophysical distinctness measure on column 2.
On column 4, Table 1 show that the d introduced in Ref. [9] , which performs a grayscale analysis, induces a rank order with a signi"cant order reversal: one target (from C) is ordered incorrectly. On the contrary, two targets (from B and D) are ordered correctly. The other targets have been attributed rank orders which do not di!er signi"cantly from the reference rank order based on the psychophysical measure. These results show that d may correlate with visual target distinctness by human observers but it is sensitive to variations in the size of the target.
The target distinctness metric and the resulting rank order computed by the d ' proposed in Ref. [7] , which also performs a grayscale analysis, are listed in the column with the header d ' in Table 1 . This model produces a ranking which contains three insigni"cant order reversals, since they are in a single cluster of target distinctness (see the corresponding visual lobes). It correctly ranks targets from A, B and C as the three most distinct targets. Summarizing, for the data set in this study, the d ' appears to compute a visual target distinctness rank ordering that correlates with human observer performance. The target distinctness metric and the resulting rank order computed by the IOF model, which performs a color analysis, are listed in the column with the header IOFerror in Table 1 . It correctly ranks targets from D, E and F as the three least distinct targets. The IOF error correctly ranks the target from A, which represents the most visible target. It permutes the rank order of targets from B and C. Since the permuted image pair is in a single cluster of target distinctness, this permutation is not signi"cant, and therefore the IOF model shows the best overall performance of all models and metrics tested in this experiment.
To illustrate the robustness of the IOF model against selection of the pooling exponent in Eq. (19), the IOF error was computed using values in the range [3,4.5] . The results are shown in Table 3 . Therefore, di!erent selections of the pooling exponent (in [3,4.5] ) will lead to the same rankings as the default value "3.
Distinctness of targets in noisy environments
This second experiment was performed to investigate the relation, in the presence of noise, between the IOF error and the psychophysical target distinctness. To this aim, three corrupted image pairs were used. The three pairs, G, H, and I, as shown in Fig. 4 , were generated by adding Gaussian noise to the original image pairs at values of the variance of the Gaussian set to 0, 120, 240, respectively.
The three image pairs were shown to 64 human subjects who ranked them based on the visual target distinctness. Table 2 lists, on column 2, the subjective ranking of the visual lobes for identi"cation. The identi"cation lobes (Table 2) . Although noise was added to the original images, the visual target distinctness did not change signi"cantly: target from image G still represents the most visible target, whereas target from image I represents the least visible target. This same table illustrates that the subjective ranking still correlates well with the IOF error, but for the RMSE, it does not. The RMSE correctly ranks target from image H, but it induces a permutation of the rank order of targets from G and I. This permutation is signi"cant because these images belong to di!erent clusters. On the contrary, the IOF model induces a visual target distinctness rank ordering identical to the one resulting from human observer performance.
The conclusion that can be drawn from this second experiment, is that in the presence of noise the IOF model induces a target distinctness ranking that agrees with human visual perception.
Again to illustrate the robustness of the IOF error against selection of the pooling exponent , the experiment was repeated using values in the range [3.5,5] (see Table 4 for further details).
Conclusions
The main conclusion drawn in this pilot study is that the Integral Opponent-Colors Features model induces a visual target distinctness rank ordering that agrees with human visual perception for a set of digital color images of complex natural scenes. Hence, a model to predict human performance in target detection may incorporate the following basic characteristics: (i) Scenes are coded into luminance/colors opponency channels; (ii) Spatial information on each opponency channel is analyzed by multiple "lters, each of which is sensitive to patterns whose spatial frequencies are within a restricted range; (iii) The model bases its responses on only those "lters sensitive to structures in the target scene; (iv) The output of an individual "lter can be represented as a single number by nonlinear pooling of the di!erences between target scene's and non-target scene's integral features over "xation points that are likely to attract human attention; (v) the target distinctness can be based on the maximum of the outputs over activated "lters on each luminance/colors opponency channel.
Further research is planned to analyze whether a computational model that correlates with human visual search performance should utilize "ltered images [9, 10] , integral features [7] or visual patterns in the image representation. In this new study we will investigate the relation between the visual target distinctness in complex natural scenes measured by human observers and three computational visual distinctness metrics which are, respectively, based on (1) "ltered representations, (2) integral-feature representations, or (3) visual patterns in the complex scene.
The computational target distinctness model based on visual patterns will be an error metric applied to the images after transformation to a new perceptual domain in which the images are organized in accord with a constraint of invariance in integral features across frequency bands [30] . In this perceptual domain a visual pattern in the scene is represented by the "ring of a subset of activated "lters. A constraint of invariance across frequency bands binds together, in a mutually coherent way, all the Gabor-like "lters actively responding to di!erent aspects of a perceived pattern. The resultant target distinctness model will have perceptual access to visual patterns in the scene but not to "ltered images.
Summary
This paper presents a new computational model for quantifying the visual distinctness of a target in its surround. Visual distinctness metrics can be used to compare and rank target detectability, and to quantify background or scene complexity. The subjective ranking induced by the psychophysically determined visual target distinctness for 64 human observers is adopted as the reference order. The ranking produced by the proposed measure and several computational models are compared with the subjective rank order.
The computational target distinctness model (it has been termed`Integral Opponent-colors Featurea error, or IOF error) extends our early attempts to produce a perceptual measure for perceiving image discriminability. To this aim, in addition to the analysis of color attribute, the new model incorporates the main points analyzed in our previous works: (i) a preattentive stage incorporates the processing described in Refs. [4, 9, 10] in order to perform the decomposition of the color space and the "xation point detection; (ii) an integration stage is deployed to analyze and integrate the separable representations at "xation points, as suggested in Ref. [7] .
The IOF error predicts the target distinctness by the di!erence between the target-and-background scene and the background-with-no-target scene (one image has the target and the other does not). The IOF model may be described by means of three di!erent stages: (i) An early preattentive stage where the RGB values are transformed into coordinates values in an opponency space. The psychophysical basis is that somewhere between the eye and the brain, signal from the cone receptors in the eye get coded into light}dark, red}green, and yellow}blue signals [16] . Also in this "rst stage, each opponency channel is analyzed by a bank of "lters created by log Gabor functions. Spatial information in the system is analyzed by multiple units, each of which is sensitive to patterns whose spatial frequencies are in a restricted range. But only responses of the activated analyzers from the bank will be used to measure visual target distinctness. This can be implemented as a process of lateral inhibition among "lters. For each activated "lter, stimulus locations whereupon the focus of attention should be shifted, or`"xation pointsa, are computed as local energy peaks on the "ltered response. (a}c) For a target image, the activated "lters on the opponency channels, and the respective local energy maps and "xation points.
channel, the magnitude of the target distinctness on each activated "lter is computed by the Quick pooling of the di!erence between the target scene's and nontarget scene's integral features over "xation points. An integral feature refers to the result of recombining the separable representations (response energy, phase, contrast, entropy and standard deviation) at "xation points. Since one image has target and the other does not, the visual distinctness results solely from the target and will be measured by integration over "xation points. The Quick pooling can be viewed as a metric in a multidimensional space, and it is sometimes known as Minkowski metric [25] shows that Minkowski metrics can be used as a combination rule for small impairments like those usually encountered in digitally coded images. In fact, Minkowski metrics have already been employed in many "elds of human perception research [26, 27] .
(iii) A decision stage which produces the system output based on the maximum of the target distinctness over activated "lters on each luminance/colors opponency channel. With the maximum-output rule, the "lter outputs a!ect the decision variable (the maximum) only on those trials on which one of them happens to produce the maximum output. Hence, this decision rule makes the IOF model not much susceptible to both the e!ects of extra noisy "lters and extra signal carrying "lters. [28] shows that a system who is attempting to achieve the best performance possible might well use the maximum output rule.
The main conclusion drawn in this pilot study is that the Integral Opponent-colors Features model induces a visual target distinctness rank ordering that agrees with human visual perception for a set of digital color images of complex natural scenes. Hence, a model to predict human performance in target detection may incorporate the following basic characteristics: (i) Scenes are coded into luminance/colors opponency channels; (ii) Spatial information on each opponency channel is analyzed by multiple "lters, each of which is sensitive to patterns whose spatial frequencies are in a restricted range; (iii) The model bases its responses on only those "lters sensitive to structures in the target scene; (iv) The output of an individual "lter can be represented as a single number by nonlinear pooling of the di!erences between the target scene's and non-target scene's integral features over local energy peaks on the "ltered response; (v) the target distinctness is based on the maximum of the outputs over activated "lters on each luminance/colors opponency channel.
